Retail

Cisco Security Services:
Solutions for Retail
Everything in our world is getting smarter. Smartphones. Smart
lightbulbs. Smart thermostats. These smart products turn outdated
and often complex technologies into simple, modern devices. The rich
interactions we have with these devices raise our expectations for every
interaction we have.
Many retailers understand this trend. They are updating their stores
and investing in technology that can deliver an elevated customer
experience. Everything from how customers pay to how they find
items in the store. E-commerce and in-store experiences cater to a
myriad of shoppers. But this added convenience for customers can
create new security risks for retailers. An omnichannel experience
spreads customer data across a much wider attack surface. And
regulatory compliance alone isn’t enough to safeguard these complex
environments.
In addition, retailers are faced with a cybersecurity talent shortage that
makes addressing these challengers even harder.

Our Solution
To deliver a better customer experience with strong underlying security
across multiple channels and consumer segments, Cisco has created a
package of advisory, integration and managed services tailored for retail.
Security experts from Cisco take a customized approach to address
the unique security challenges of retail. Our experts assess your retail
environment and deliver prioritized recommendations based on their
findings. In addition, you get vigilant threat monitoring and an enhanced
operational response to internal and external threats. Our advanced
analytics deliver speed and accuracy with less noise and distraction
from false positives, giving you more time to focus on real threats.
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Cisco Security Services: Solutions for Retail
The Starter Package includes the following set of services depending on your customized needs.
Service

Features

Active Threat
Analytics: Essential

• Accelerates technology adoption and ROI for Cisco and third-party security products.
• Provides 24-hour/7 days a week threat analysis and management from our Security Operations Centers
(SOC)
• Performs log collection, event correlation, and intelligence correlation.
• Delivers customized portal and quarterly business reviews.
• Performs rules-based analysis using known threat patterns.

Custom Threat
Intelligence

• Collects and analyzes multi protocol traffic and metadata across your network to uncover threats,
malicious behavior, and indicators of compromise.
• Reveals possible attacks, breaches, and data ex-filtration.
• Provides detailed advice to mitigate and remediate threats.

Security Assessment • Links business objectives to instantiation of segmentation and considers segmentation beyond network
Service for business
layer (application, data, user, business process).
segmentation
• Offers a workshop-based service that leads to the creation of high-level design and strategic roadmaps to guide you down the 2- to 3- year path of segmentation.
PCI Compliance
Readiness
Assessment

• Evaluates the current IT governance, risk management, and compliance structures for process maturity
and design effectiveness.
• Performs readiness assessments and prepares for Reports on Compliance (ROC), as well as six-month
health checks to maintain annual compliance.
• Identifies potential vulnerabilities in your Internet-facing IT environment that may result in unauthorized
access to sensitive data.
• Satisfies recurring Payment Application Data Security Standard (PA DSS) compliance requirements and
identifies potential risks in internally-developed payment applications.

Incident Response

• Breach assessment and investigation: determines the method of attack and pulls together a breakdown
of the breach; includes on-site forensics support, war-room leadership, and countermeasure
development.
• Pre-breach readiness: determines the levels of readiness across your security operations, incident
planning and logging practices through preemptive assessments and tabletop exercises; gap-tests
existing organizational capabilities and future threat preparedness.

Identity Service
Engine (ISE)
Assessment

• Gather real-time, contextual information from networks, users, and devices.
• Enforces policy across the extended network infrastructure and provide role-based access to data and
systems.
• Determines the readiness of your network for a Cisco 802.1x solution.
• Provides a customized implementation to achieve your objectives.

Cisco Security Services: Solutions for Retail
The Advanced Package includes the following set of services depending on your customized needs.
Service

Features

Active Threat
Analytics: Premier
(Advanced SOC
Process / People
Augmentation)

• Provides best-in-class threat analysis and reduced time to detection.
• Performs advanced big data analytics techniques.
• Produces complete visibility into specific attacks.
• Identifies of “unknown unknowns” using big data models.
• Take high quality “known truth” (depth of collected telemetry) to inform targeted recommendations for
remediations.
• Provides tailored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week threat hunting that augments customer Security
Operations Center and Incident Response staff.

Security Operations
Center (SOC)
Enablement

• Compares your current SOC services against your SOC strategy or benchmarks your current SOC’s
technology stack, delivery model, and processes against those of industry peers.
• Customizes business-oriented services customized to your organization’s specific environment, building
on existing security investments and integrates them with current processes and procedures.
• Assists in migration to next-generation SOC: Improves on current SOC technologies and services to
provide greater visibility into current threat landscape and discover breaches faster.
• Improves your SOC by using the services of Cisco’s experienced SOC leaders, data scientists, and
analysts.

Incident Response &
Readiness

• Breach assessment and investigation: determines the method of attack and pulls together a breakdown
of the breach; includes on-site forensics support, war-room leadership and countermeasure
development.
• Pre-breach readiness: determines the levels of readiness across your security operations, incident
planning and logging practices through preemptive assessments and tabletop exercises; gap-tests
existing organizational capabilities through future threat preparedness.

PCI Compliance
Readiness
Assessment

• Performs standards-based information security assessment focused on PCI compliance.
• Conducts a technical vulnerability assessment of systems, both internally and externally.
• Conducts a risk assessment of electronic information and information processing resources to provide
protection recommendations.
• Develops a roadmap and resource plan for achieving compliance.

Third-Party Risk
Management
Program
Development

• Assesses the information security and compliance risks associated with your organization’s relationships
with third-party providers.
• Reviews the current state of your risk management program or establishes a new program to deal with
existing risks and protect against future threats; incorporates processes to proactively address due
diligence, performance management, procurement, assurance and governance.
• Identifies data that third parties can access, determines the vulnerabilities that could expose sensitive
data, confirms service provider compliance with regulations and standards, identifies continuity risks,
and defines service level agreements (SLAs).

Next Steps Visit www.cisco.com/go/securityservices to connect with our advisors and protect your business today.
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